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TradeGo Pte. Ltd., headquartered in Singapore, is dedicated to building the digital service platform “TradeGo” for international commodity trade. With a blockchain architecture as its foundation, the platform addresses the authenticity and efficiency issues in international trade, providing efficient and reliable transaction services for the industry stakeholders along the supply chain. Through the platform, we provide three main solutions for paperless trade, digital bunkering and electronic contract, which are respectively TradeDocs (IGP&I approved), BunkerGo (MPA whitelisted) and TradeSign.
Assets and IDs: Core Elements of GIFTS

GIFTS: Global Inter-entity Financial and Trading Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Society</th>
<th>Digital Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification cards, passports, business licenses, etc.</td>
<td>Electronic IDs, digital business licenses, biometric data, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash, real estate, patents, movable property, etc.</td>
<td>Digital currencies, game coins, NFTs, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Digital identities of corporates participating in international trade, including banks, trading parties, and relevant regulatory authorities.

Cryptocurrencies, digital title documents, etc.

GIFTS
Future Ecosystem of Digitalization of International Trade

ID and Asset are the two most fundamental elements of both the socio-economic and digital-economic, and they are also the two most crucial components for the future development of the GIFTS network. TradeGo's products and services tap into the market from these two dimensions of ID and Asset.
TradeGo Product Matrix

TradeDocs  
Trading Docs (eBL)

TradeSign  
Trading Contracts

BunkerGo  
(eBDN)

TradePay  
Trigger Payment

TradeData  
Data Management

ClearGo  
Digital Clearance

Integrate vLEI with TradeGo Product

Design the GIFTS account framework and choose a hybrid solution of public and consortium blockchains

TradeGo
G&G : GIFTS Account + GLIEF vLEI
A secure, reliable, and legally recognized digital identity for TradeGo Product Matrix

TradeGo's vision is to become the next-generation digital infrastructure operator for global trading. Integrating a secure, reliable, and legally recognized digital identity into TradeGo's product matrix is critical for realizing this vision.

Streamlined Onboarding Processes

- Eliminating Discrepancies
- Most secure and reliable
- Reducing fraud risk & Enhancing transaction traceability
**TradeGo eBL**

TradeDocs solution provides digital services for trade documents such as B/L to all stakeholders in the international trade process, including carriers, traders, banks and agents. It offers a full lifecycle management service for document issuance, transmission, amendment and surrender.
A secure, reliable, and legally recognized digital identity for eBL platforms

The best approach to connecting various electronic bill of lading platforms may not solely rely on a framework addressing technical and legal issues. Instead, it could be achieved through an **entity-level account system based on a unified ID**. Currently, **LEIs and vLEIs** represent the best practice solution for entity-level IDs on a global scale.

1. Unique and unified identity identifiers for legal entities and persons worldwide.
2. Cross-system integration and interoperability.
3. Facilitates the application and promotion of service providers for electronic transferable records.
4. Unlock new business models and ecosystems.
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